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Some Homemade Electricity

•
•
•

The Big Idea here is to replicate some of the "Free Energy" discoveries
of: Wilhelm Reich M.D., Nikola Tesla, Nathan Stubblefield, Edward
Leedskalnin and Henry Moray; with influence from Walter Russell.
Problem with "Replication" though...
The short answer: We got to do original inspired work ourselves!

An update or correction from the original Mission Statement or "Big Idea" reveals that
just "replication" doesn't quite cut the mustard anymore. Cut The Mustard, a phrase
from the olden days in England, when the Mustardeer would delicately cut off the top
dry crust of a barrelful of this exquisite hand made condiment. Today, the phrase
means in Free Energy context: measuring up and achieving success in line with new
knowledge gleaned from exposure to "Russellian Thinking"; Walter and Lao .

See, it goes like this:

Many free energy enthusiasts still believe all that they gotta do is
research and research and at last find the "Secret" to what Holy Grail they be
searching for. Examples would be: "Battery Secrets", "Electric Motor Secrets",
"Magnetic Energy Secrets", "Solar Secrets", "The Free Energy Secrets of Cold
Electricity", "Radiant Energy-Unraveling Tesla's Greatest Secret", "The Complex
Secret of Dr. T. Henry Moray" and so on. Makes for nice books to be sold as products.
By advantage, studying these "secrets" will reveal commonly available data of what
has gone before. Analogy would be learning and practicing piano notes, scales and
chords; major, minor and octave repeating. Good in establishing enough suitable
musical piano foundation to enable the musician to go forward to original creativity.
Not a perfect analogy because a good musician can listen repeatedly to a favorite song
composition and get his chops down lick for lick and do a credible job of "covering" the
song. No "secrets" with the state of prior art in pop music.
Back to "Replication" of the Free Energy discoveries that have gone before. Not having
suitable musical recordings or even hardware gadgets to reverse engineer, we find it
difficult to replicate, for example, Wilhelm Reich's Orgone Energy Motor (for which Reich
used converted Geiger Counter Tubes). We find difficulty to replicate certain discoveries such as
those made by Tesla or Moray. Why this difficulty and seeming lack of success in
mere replication of the verifiable Free Energy discoveries that have been previously
made? One obvious reason is that Nikola Tesla did not write down a step by step recipe
and blueprint instructions for what he did. Neither did Nikola Tesla bring to market
any of his Free Energy stuff; it was all experimental work, such as his Colorado Springs
expedition in 1899. Unlike the alternating current dynamos and motors brought to
physical market in partnership with George Westinghouse, Tesla's Free Energy stuff
still remains elusive as of today, July 2015. He did not spell it out; he did not leave to
us blueprint instructions; he did not leave hardware examples for us to "reverse
engineer". We got No Hardware; just Hot Air, or Paper With Ink On It.

In

similar manner T. Henry Moray of Salt Lake Utah did not fully disclose exactly what
he did with his epochal "Radiant Energy Receiver". By his own admission Henry
Moray did not fully understand exactly how and why his device worked. He did not
disclose the source and composition of his original supply of "Swedish Stone". He did
not publish an exact recipe and formula for his "Valves or Tubes", critical to the
operation and function of the device. (Or as Walter Russell might say, "the office of the device") One
thing Henry Moray did quite well were solidly documented, multiple public
demonstrations of his device before qualified, noted and skeptical scientific critics.
This means for us pure "replication" is problematic. We got clues sure. By studying
and learning the notes, scales and chords like a musician coming up to speed on
playing the piano; we bone up on the background information and history story of
Henry Moray and his Radiant Energy Receiver which sure seemed to download some
of that "Wheelwork of Nature". So, we bone up on the background info we got and
practice doing the steps we already can. But it won't be just a simple "Monkey SeeMonkey Do" proposition because that particular Monkey has left us decades ago. And
please forget trying to do any "channeling in" of Henry Moray to get a shortcut to
success. No shortcuts to anyplace worth going in this somewhat grandiose endeavor.
Now, let's jump ahead in our story... Suppose say some little bit of success starts t0
creep into these endeavors... I'm already an antenna up; over two summers, same
antenna. I took down the wire part lately to re-up with fresh non-stretched wire from
that same spool of white rubber #16 gauge, clean good copper filaments twisted
within a wonderful juicy white rubber sheath! WOW, What a wire and I got a big roll of
it. Where did I get it? Why Mendelson's in Dayton Ohio, the first place to look for
every last thing, especially in the Flying Saucer Parts Department, (just ask up at the
Third Floor Desk). http://meci.com/ Get your wire there, high voltage capacitors
(beware any old leaking glass cylinder capacitors, toxic PCBs in there), big diodes and all that good old
high voltage stuff: toroids and all. Scoop up some of those old high voltage TV Flyback
Transformers, when you see a binful!
Avoid old neon sign transformers,
always very dangerous; and should never be used! For the power supply,
use 12 volt always; which means 13.8 in a benchtop supply. That way even "The Amish"
can car battery hook up and use your homemade equipment! Mendelson's Surplus is
downtown Dayton, near the Second Street market downtown on Saturday mornings;
farm market shopping day... 340 East First Street, Dayton OH 45402 1-800-344-4465
So, back to the antenna: The antenna poles stay up over the frozen Midwest Winter.
For long term, I used a rented electric "Hilti Hammer" to install two big Spud Bars
into the Ground about 50' feet apart, more or less level across my backyard hill facing
South. Spud Bars are about 1" diameter tough tool steel six feet long. Drive in those
Spud Bars a good halfway. ( Spud Bars are driven in at a good angle, 20°--30°, towards each other). A long
piece of stout 2" pvc pipe is placed over top of each Spud Bar and driven in gently by
hand with an Engineers 4lb hammer. If using ladders, then be careful! Drive in pvc
pipe like "sleeves" over top Spud Bars. Drive in as far as it wants to go, two feet if you
can, but keeping it level with other piece of pvc pipe antenna pole. Now the two
antenna poles are up. Deploy the antenna wire with "Screen Door Spring" stand-offs
for added tension. Now the Antenna wire will be pretty straight. Have a lightweight
"get-on" ready for the Antenna Assembly in order to transfer its action to the "Black
Box", by wire preferably. The "get-on" is the connection system to the Antenna or too
any other component, they all need "get-ons". Have a "get-on" system to connect into
the Black Box case . For redundancy, I'm using homemade Jumper Cable Clamp Bars
and Banana Plugs both. I got a Banana Jack female connector twice on the case, both
sides. The case needs a "get-on" for the Ground and another "get-on" for the Antenna.
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But then comes the Ground!

I set up my three Grounds outside and early last Winter
I neatly coiled up all the wires. By Spring all three of them had over wintered just
fine. Each Ground Rod Assembly consisting of an 8' copper coated steel rod Hilti
Hammered in about halfway or more, ideally all but a foot underground. These are
your standard house Ground Rods for new construction, 8' long, copper coated ½"
steel. I put them near the old dead hard rock Maple trees up that same hillside. I left
the stumps of storm damaged, then cut trees; I left their stumps long, so as to
preserve their extensive root system. Their extensive root systems continues to send
up small sucker stalks, which I encourage by not mowing in order to keep their old
root system alive, to better augment the Free Energy Grounds. In other words, the preexisting old root systems of trees are the best Grounds in town, or least in my backyard.
To "get-on" to the Ground Rod, pre-prepare a soldered connection to a "get-on"
device. This "get-on" device might be a soldered female extension cord socket to
receive standard 25' - 100' lengths of heavy three wire grounded extension cord, the
material of choice for running Free Energy Ground wires.

Flow Chart:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Grounds
The Antenna
The Black Box
Hook it all together
Get it to work
Run it
Take it down
Repeat Run it
Take it down again.

And therein lies the import of this article: Like the old Star Trek TV show, with Captain
Kirk and Mr Spock even. There were these early Klingon Empire boys, not hackers but
more like bad boy biker types, good at computers though. So they say... they stumbled
into some early technical "Warp Drive" stuff that resulted in them becoming the
Klingons of today. But there was danger from their poor character structure to
handle with loving gentle responsibility so much fruit of success. Evidently the chump
Klingons could not resist using their early "Warp Drive" success on partying and
WAR! and lost in the long run of course. This Klingon analogy really means it is my
character structure which is still suspect; that suddenly to be encumbered with living
success in these matters would make for an unbalanced condition. By my own self
evaluation, danger here for someone like me using this situation to get "Power
Drunk" early and often; which would be bad behavior. (See: Wilhelm Reich's 1943 article: "The
Biological Miscalculation in the Human Struggle for Freedom". Takeaway point here: It takes several generations for
revolutionary change or else risk an awful outpouring of "Secondary Drives" so common to revolutions: Murder and WAR ! )

But not to worry, I ain't got No Horse in the Barn yet; and not much I've done in the
"black box" department either. But I have done two out of three, the Antenna and the
Grounds, now the Black Box to go... I do have several black boxes though, (Those great old
Multiple Wave Oscillator Cases) each with a Ground Bus Assembly already installed. These old
MWO cases are ready to receive their new Free Energy circuits. A vinyl tubing
strapping system to secure the big heavy parts; nuts, machine screws and washers;
super duper strong for really high voltage use; and only rarely catching fire! (ha)
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So, I got 'em, three of them, old stout MWO cases,

pretty new condition. I've made a
little system for rotating sub-assemblies in and out of those cases. The system consists
of little engineered plywood pieces called "biscuit" because they look like baked
wooden biscuits, each about 4" by 6" and three plywood layers thick. Each "Biscuit"
can hold a different Free Energy Circuit to be popped in and popped out of the cases.
Yep, pop those circuits in and pop them right back out again... and then tweak them
some more outside of the case. What circuits? I thought you'd never ask ! Why
those circuits gleaned from Patrick J. Kelly's wonderfully well organized: Practical
Guide to Free Energy Devices; all in html, (not pdf ). http://www.free-energy-info.com/
That's where all the good still extant circuits come from; so pick a circuit, any circuit
and build! Pick a nice one or two and try to understand Why? before you build it.
Corroborate what you find from Patrick Kelly with Robert Nelson's Rex Research!
http://rexresearch.com/1index.htm
Outer Coils

This Vortex thing, double vortex actually, top
and bottom: Sort of springing back and forth
forever. In a cube, differently polarized at each
cube corner to all bounce back and forth,
forever as usual. The Cube being the still
fulcrum perhaps? Cold and still. Invisible
except in this painting; invisible normally
because it so darn still, we just can't see it; like
young rabbit keeping perfectly still when Mr
Fox is nearby... This picture tries to show the
double vortex: Maybe like two backs of a loving
Human couple, balancing in rhythm, in the
field of love, which is cubic. As William
Burroughs described in Naked Lunch: "Fucking
Atomic Secrets back and forth.."

Inner Coils

Figure 2. The concept behind Russell's Coils. The Inner Coils
are wound from the ends toward the center in opposite
directions. The Outer Coils are wound from the center toward
ends in opposite directions.

EXTRA CREDIT: Nature's

Ubiquitous Vortices... Tornadoes,
Whirlpools and Galaxies; even the
swirl of leaves on a branch... Correlate
to observations "Wheel within a wheel,
spinning in opposite directions" of
Flying Saucer sightings.

Why this shape ?

your Answer: ---

Second Idea:

The Creator may not be left out of the study of Creation. Expand upon what people
like Jim V. are getting hot and bothered about. Big objections to mixing any religion in with SCIENCE!!

•
•

The Creator must be Nature's Eternal Religion.
Mention how Walter Russell conspicuously ignored the Flying Saucer thing; even though he had

•

Beware any hint of "Queen Bee Syndrome"

16 years to do so. 1947 -1963. (Or did he? Don't know, except check his letters...? ) But that only allows us to
apply "Russellian Thinking" to the UFO thing. Think: CAUSE? Answer: Our nuke explosions fer
sure... The UFOs been swarming here ever since. So, it up to us to solve this; try some "loving good
vibrations" is what BMF says. For the Blondes that is; for the Grays, you're on your own... Ouch!

whereby an alert Queen Bee will thwart any future Queens from even
hatching... Thus for any upstart Free Energy builder upon early success; could elicit a catastrophic "Queen Bee"
response attack from existing powers in this area ! (Human or otherwise) Thus smart to keep a real low profile. But,
no real acute danger here because no "Horse in the Barn" yet. Perhaps a little pre-emptive cloak of loving good
vibrations will suffice to blend in and avoid future danger ? !
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Learn this "Bloch Wall" Diagram; learn it good.

Learn t hi s " Bl och W all " Diagram; learn it good...
Fascinating diagram to left; showing something
(magnetism?) moving from N in a -- minus polarity and
loop de looping its way, in Kreiselwelle motion to the
center; whereupon the "something" appears to have
changed polarity from -- minus to + plus and become S
as well ! All this as it also loop de loops in a new
Kreiselwelle motion to the other end. "Kreiselwelle" is
a term often used by Dr Wilhelm Reich, M.D. to describe
certain living motion. Like the Kreiselwelle is the way the
Earth really moves around the Sun, not a round "orbit" !

Now for a quick admonition to myself: "All these images are certainly cool; but still I got to build the gadget please..."

The purpose or desired outcome of "Homemade Electricity"
means retrofitting the Free Energy Rig onto or piggy-backed
with existing Solar Energy Electricity systems.
Why?
Why retrofit onto existing Solar Electric System?
Because the sub-assemblies already extant with a Solar Electricity rig are just waiting for an
upgrade from the woeful, questionable efficiency photo-voltaic panels. Cloudy weather, rain,
snow, sleet, and night darkness being drawbacks as well as extended dawn and twilight times
of Northern latitudes. Solar panels look good in blazing Arizona with full sunshine, but in wet
cold mosquito Michigan: another story. No need to replace existing Solar Panels, just run new
system in parallel with old Solar Panels for boosted output. Other components within Solar
Electric systems integrate well: Charge Controller, Battery Storage Pack, Inverter, Breaker/AC
Distribution Panels. To repeat: Retrofit Free Energy gadget onto existing Solar Systems to
provide useable application now. Note: Free Energy does not imply "Free Lunch" in order To Serve Man...

How does it all work? Answer: Just like the Earth does...
Prime Mover? The Sun, silly; but not mere Solar or cranky Old Wind Turbines. Hey!
It has been done before; all we have to do is replicate... Ok, enough replication
already... Time to get to it and conjure up fresh what we trying to do!

Consider it this way:

The Prime Mover Sun (which itself may be only a "node" in a larger electrical Star Grid;
Yes that's right, the Sun by latest info not a Nuclear Furnace, rather an electric thing: http://www.thunderbolts.info/wp/ ),
charges up Earth's Ionosphere (composed of several layers). This charging effect occurs 24/7,
regardless of weather conditions. The Ionosphere is "Positive" from "Solar Wind". By a
capacitor effect, the Earth's Ground is "Negative". The air serves as a dielectric or insulator
between these two conductive layers; and this system functions as giant, planetary sized
"Capacitor" with natural resonant waveguide conditions first postulated by the German
physicist, Winfried Otto Schumann, in 1952. From this natural Earth setup we will harvest
our "Electricity". ( whatever Electricity really is ! ) I mention the Sun as "Prime Mover" because
most folks will not get it any other way, ("The Force" or even "Wheelwork of Nature" being too darned esoteric.)
In my opinion, T. Henry Moray's "Radiant Energy Receiver" from Salt Lake Utah though the
1940s holds the most promise to "harvest" what Nature has already gifted to us; in order To
Serve Man.
But before we delve into those Free Energy pioneers from the exciting days of
yesteryear, let's look into the nature of Electricity. However a caveat will here be given: We
may well watch out for any hint of the "Sorcerer's Apprentice", which means let us use
sober caution when going into unexplored portions of our own natural environment. Even
though often times, the "Electricity" we are after may be described as "Cold Electricity"; let us
remember good old Ben Franklin flying his kite in a Thunderstorm. (What a dangerous experiment ! )
Still don't believe in Free Energy? Well, remember then the White Men who have so
already conquered the World with Free Energy sailing ships; Wind Energy was free, but
nobody worked harder than those European Sailor Boys... Only took us 300 years!
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All right, alright already; just what the heck is this stuff:

"Electricity"?
(Let's ask Bill Beaty from the University of Washington: http://amasci.com/elect/elefaq1.html#ae

ELECTRIC CHARGE

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY

Flows very slowly, and can even
stop.
The flow is called "electric current",
measured in Amperes.
Flows through light bulbs

Always flows incredibly fast,
almost at the speed of light.
The flow is called "electric power",
measured in Watts
Consumed by light bulbs (and
converted into light)
In AC cables, it flows continuously
forwards
Supplied by generators, batteries,
etc.
A form of energy
A "Source" injects it into a circuit,
while a "load" removes it again.
Composed of electromagnetic
fields
Photons are particles of
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
Flows in the space adjacent to
wires
Generators create it

In AC cables, it wiggles back and
forth
Supplied by metals (and by all other
conductors)
It's a component of matter
Doesn't usually leave a circuit
Composed of movable charges from
conductor atoms
Electrons and protons are particles
of CHARGE
Flows inside of wires
Generators pump it through
themselves
Circular flow. It flows around and
around the circuit, and never leaves.
VISIBLE: it is the silvery part of a
metal
Measured in units called Coulombs
Occurs naturally

One-way flow, from a "source" to
a "load".
INVISIBLE : the EM energy can only
be seen if you use iron filings , etc.

Measured in units called Joules
Produced, sold by electric
companies
Scientists of old called it "electricity" Today, electric companies call it
"electricity".
THE ENERGY FLOW
(POYNTING FIELD)
Electromagnetic energy
flows out of the battery
and into the empty
space around the circuit.
It flows parallel to the
connecting wires, then it
dives into the resistor.
The field of energy flow
is found by multiplying
the e-field by the b-field
(E x B vector crossproduct.)
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More Review:

CHARGE
CHARGE flows in a circle.
The flow is measured in Amperes
It flows inside the wires.
It's provided by the metal.
Batteries pump it through
themselves.
None is created, none is ever lost.

Electromagnetic Energy
ENERGY flows from the battery to the
resistor.
The flow is measured in Watts
It flows in the space outside the wires.
It's made of invisible fields.
It's the same as light and radio, but
lower in frequency.
Batteries create it. Electric heaters,
light bulbs, motors consume it.

Some Free Energy pioneers from the verifiable past:

•

Wilhelm Reich M.D. discovered "The Force"; in the period 1920-1957. He named it

•

Nikola Tesla: By 1893, after Tesla's triumph at The Chicago World's Fair, Tesla, along

•

Nathan B. Stubblefield: From early Telegraph days around Murray Kentucky, operators

"Orgone Energy"; A biological living "Life Energy" intimately connected with Human
Sexuality. "Vitalism" here, the mystery of Life, the mystery of Love; not entirely knowable
by our cognitive intellect, but rather an emotional experience, yielding: Creation. (Takeaway
point: a common characteristic that full cognitive understanding of Free Energy devices must remain elusive-- think
Babies, think Moray and Stubblefield, even Leedskalnin! ) Importantly in 1951, Reich discovered
"Oranur Effect" or toxic, allergic, antithetical relationship between Nuclear Radiation
and Life Energy; yielding substantial clues why UFOs suddenly arrived here angry after
1945. Yes 1945, from the tribe of Einstein, Oppenheimer and Teller: End Of Days, for
sure. Been 70 years now since Trinity nuclear explosion. Can you say: Atomic Suicide?
with George Westinghouse, won "War of the Currents" over Tom Edison and so
established our modern system of three phase Alternating Current. Prior Direct Current
system of Electrification became obsolete quickly resulting in a short "Haircut" for many
investors.
Financier J.P. Morgan was more than a little sore over this monetary loss; thus
he became cagy not to get taken again. Result was resistance to Tesla's next epochal
discovery: the Wireless Transmission of Electrical Power. Over 120 years later, we are
stuck in time warp of our current system with its dirty coal and dangerous Nuclear Power.
Obviously, an upgrade long overdue...
and linemen observed the system could continue to operate even when telegraph batteries
had long been dead. Something in the "Ground" kept system operating mysteriously and
forms basis for Stubblefield's discoveries...
Gerry Vassilatos of Borderlands Science writes: " From linesman mentors, Stubblefield knew that
placement of the metal ground rod was the key toward deriving power. (Think Dowsing) If properly placed, the energetic
output of his cell would be phenomenal. Finding such a power point, he buried the cell. The process took a week or
more to build strength. ("Build Strength" means "Vegetative Growth", as in living thing) Once the cell was "saturated",
however, it became (in his words) "a conduit of earth charge". This mysterious transition from weak battery to energy
conduit required time. Typical of his curt statements, Mr. Stubblefield simply stated that the fully saturated coil suddenly
"manifested an electromotive force far greater than any known wet-cell". This state being achieved, the cell flowed over
in "commercial electrical volumes". He did not claim complete knowledge of the phenomenon. He observed that the
activity "reached into weeks and months of continuous work night and day". Stubblefield envisioned the energy cell as a
"plug", drawing out the electrical charge of the ground. The cell coils acted as a lumped conductor. Charge saturated
this conductor and flowed up into it, powering any electrically connected appliance. "
( Not e t hat wit h the He nr y Moray devi ce, t her e wa s t he Antenna, Blac k Box and the " Ground".
Most folk s labor mi ghti ly upon Mor a y's Val ves, Oscil lator s and such; but overl ook one t hi r d of t he
e quat ion: The Gr ound !
And another one t hi rd, The Ante nna ! )
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•

Edward Leedskalnin- and "Magnetic Current".

•

T. Henry Moray:

•

Walter Russell

If folks don't know, really
know, what Electricity is; just imagine what folks don't know about what Magnetism is...
I have noticed a fundamental non-understanding of Magnetism; and here it is: On Earth
the North Pole is where Santa Claus Lives. If you don't believe me; watch "Miracle on 34th
Street" again. Like Viktor Schauberger said: "Comprehend first and then Copy Nature".
So, Try comprehending that North is where Santa Claus lives... Our Boy Scout compass has
a North Seeking Pole, ( a magnetic South Pole ) labeled as "North". Thus we are 180° out of
phase. (Good Grief !) From the booklet Magnetic Current: "Now you can see that one-half of
the Electricity escaped their notice. If the researchers had used the same kind of equipment
I use to demonstrate what Magnetic Current is, they would have found out a long time ago
what Electricity is. The Positive Electricity is composed of streams of North Pole Individual
Magnets, and Negative Electricity is composed of streams of South Pole Individual Magnets.
They are running one "Stream of Magnets" against the other stream in whirling right hand
twist, and with high speed." Hmmn... Just like Earth does? (Vortex Action? - Double Vortex Action ! )
Gadget resembles an old fashioned Crystal Radio , on Steroids...
Tune in Cosmic Rays or the "Wheelwork of Nature" instead of a feeble old radio station.
Using early Crystal Radio technology around 1909 (at 17 years old; just the age for a young computer
whiz "Hacker"), Moray started by taking electricity from the Ground. (And this is where we should
start too ! ) Moray's device: A long dipole antenna and good Earth Ground; nothing too
mysterious there. Then the "black box", which was excited or started by drawing or
stroking a protruding metal nub with a hand held magnet. Et Voila! The thing would light
up! Key to Moray's later circuits were the "Tubes"; "Valves" and "Detector"
incorporating some of his "Swedish Stone" (Possibly a Radium doped Quartz/Galena material; functioning
as "detector" or "cat's whisker" or solid state device in the manner of Diode, Amplifier, or Transistor ) Current
thinking hints that "starting the gadget" be an important piece to Moray's puzzle. Getting
it even a little bit started, then utilize the "vegetative growth" model sometimes observed.
Like a balky lawn mower needing to be pulled and pulled; finally there it goes a bit. Even
with his latest model; always took Henry Moray 7-10 minutes to start the darn thing !

But wait! Is there not more than meets the eye? Could it be that a
background of "Still Magnetic Light" is the stage upon which the Galaxies play? A
Walter Russell idea this one here: about the "Still Magnetic Light" being the background
pretext for all perceived motion. An idea associated with Walter Russell is that "Our Senses
Deceive" like when looking at railroad tracks merge. Therefore, since this cube thing is
utterly still, we can't see it at all; but it's still there, controlling all motion, which happens to
be Electrical. Our mere human senses simply cannot detect stillness. (like Young Rabbit keeping
perfectly still when Mr Fox is nearby) About this unknown presence: Utterly still, Cubic geometry,
Cold Cold. Divided ever and ever inwardly, still in Cubic form; and of course multiplied
outwardly forever... Cannot be detected by Human senses because it's so still. This includes
microscopes, telescopes and other sensory amplification devices. "Still Magnetic Light" :
Magnetic; yet controls all Electrical, which is moving. "Electrical" includes all the EM
spectrum on our side of this "Two Way Universe". Two basic shapes in Nature: The
Sphere, which we see;
and the Cube, which we don't see. Call it God, which is the Still
Fulcrum in all interchanges.
Consider that if the Creator may not be left out of the study of Creation, then departments
of Physics, Math and Chemistry do include some "Sacred Studies" whether they like it or not.
We can profit from this when designing and building our Free Energy stuff by embracing
Implosion Vortex Structure Technology however possible. So, what does this "Still Magnetic
Light" cube thing got to do with "Homemade Electricity" ? Answer: Everything; because we
no get one side of anything without the other side.

Addendum: Walter Russell mentioned "Hydrogen" as the fuel of the future... Sadly that well has been poisoned by the antics of Stanley
Meyer and his "Water Fuel Cell". Bilking hundreds of investors into purchasing protected "territories" ( @$5000- & up) to market the device;
only copious "patents" came from Stanley Meyer. His public lectures were "Infomercials" featuring "The Lor d " and much reference to
big-wig government boys. I attended one such demo at Buck Creek State Park Ohio in 1985; and again at Global Sciences MidWinter
Conference in Orlando FL, 1992. Stanley Meyer was from Grove City over near Columbus and I was in Dayton, thus heard much rumor about
him at that time: None of it good. A junk food kind of guy; not surprisingly he keeled over dead ( March '98) outside his favorite Cracker Barrel
restaurant (a Stroke) while meeting with some Belgian "Investors". Conspiracy has never rung true with me, but you all believe what you want.
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